
Overview 
Faysal Bank Limited (Pakistan) offers corpo-
rate, commercial, retail and Islamic banking 
services in more than 260 branches in over 
70 cities throughout Pakistan. The company 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ithmaar Bank 
B.S.C., listed on the Bahrain and Kuwait stock 
exchanges.

Challenge
Faysal Bank Ltd. employs approximately 
4,000 people across more than 260 branches 
in Pakistan. The bank maintains dozens of 
large databases, many of which contain sen-
sitive and business-critical data. Of the 100 
people on the IT team, approximately 5 to 10 
staff members work directly on database ad-
ministration. Following internal best practices 
for security, the IT management team gives 
limited access rights to technical staff, pro-
viding temporary full administrative privileges 
only when necessary. 
“We had introduced preventative controls for 
security reasons, but it was difficult to check 
that administrative privileges were being used 
appropriately,” said Zahir Ali Quettawalla, Head 
ITSRM, Faysal Bank Ltd. “We needed a solu-
tion for monitoring logs from multiple systems 
that would present the information in a read-
able format. The ability to review and query the 
log data was vital: We did not wish to simply 
‘check the boxes’ when it came to complying 
with audit standards.”  

Solution
Following a thorough analysis of security-
monitoring solutions, Faysal Bank Ltd. se-
lected Sentinel Log Manager and worked with 
NDS, a NetIQ partner, to deploy the solution. 
“The NetIQ solution met almost all of our log-
monitoring requirements and was consider-
ably less costly than the alternatives,” said 
Zahir Ali Quettawalla. 

Faysal Bank Ltd. is now monitoring logs for 
almost all of its critical systems and user IDs 
and is working to develop reports and alerts 
that will further improve visibility and simplify 
compliance. 

“Sentinel Log Manager is a very comprehensive 
tool, but it’s not humanly possible to read every 
line of every log,” said Zahir Ali Quettawalla. “We 
are now working with NDS to create consoli-
dated reports, and we are planning to flag up 
suspicious activity using alerts sent directly to 
BlackBerry devices.”

Comprehensive reports enable IT manage-
ment to see at a glance how and when us-
ers are using administrator IDs. The reports 
include the time and location of access and 
detailed information on what commands us-
ers are running with administrative privileges. 

“With the NetIQ solution, we have a complete 
record of user-generated queries, which gives a 
very good idea of what users are actually do ing  
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on each database: which tables they have ac-
cessed, which fields they have changed, which  
values they have updated,” said Zahir Ali 
Quettawalla. 

With the log-monitoring solution in place, Faysal 
Bank is now embarking on a second phase. 

“We have a system where users can request 
access rights,” said Zahir Ali Quettawalla. “An 
automated workflow ensures approval by their 
line manager, but there’s no easy way to check 
that the requested access really fits that per-
son’s role. We are planning to deploy Identity 
Manager…to provide full control over roles 
and access rights.” 

Results
Thanks to Sentinel Log Manager, Faysal 
Bank Ltd. now has a clear view of adminis-
trator activity across its most important da-
tabases. “Administrators understand that 
they are now being monitored…and that any 

out-of-the-ordinary activities, whether acci-
dental or deliberate, will be permanently vis-
ible,” said Zahir Ali Quettawalla. 

Business managers previously had concerns 
about setting up logs on critical systems for 
fear of impacting performance. Sentinel Log 
Manager captures logs in real time and with 
zero performance impact. Likewise, the solu-
tion has minimal impact on the IT team’s work-
load, enabling full monitoring and sophisticated 
reporting at the touch of a button.

The ability to monitor and report on compre-
hensive administrator-activity logs is of great 
value in demonstrating proper IT governance. 

“The business risk associated with administra-
tive access to databases is now under control, 
thanks to Sentinel Log Manager,” said Zahir Ali 
Quettawalla. “We can set up real-time alerts for 
defined security events and we also have a full 
evidence trail for all historical activities.”
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“The business risk associated with administrative  
access to databases is now under control, thanks to 

Sentinel Log Manager.”

ZAHIR ALI QUETTAWALLA
Head IT Security Risk Management (ITSRM) 
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